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CHAPTER 4 

DATA ANALYSIS AND INTERPRETATION 

This section presents the analysis of data collected using AntConc software. 

All the conversations in this study happened in 2018. The conversations were 

spontaneous, authentic, and occurred in a real context in everyday lives. Therefore, 

the excerpts were expected to be valid data sources. The writer extracted numerous 

conversations which used emoticons. The writer divided the results into two parts. 

The first part is an answer about the emoticons that users frequently used in LINE 

messages. The second part presents the answer to the first research question, the 

functions that emoticons can perform in LINE Messenger.  

The writer then operated well-known software for corpus data analysis, 

AntConc. From the data used, there were 11 types of emoticons used in LINE chats. 

They are as follows:  

Table 1 

The most commonly used emoticons in LINE chats 

Type of Emoticon Frequency (n=2355) Ratio (%) 

Sad face :( 1049 45% 

Love emoticon ❤ 454 19% 

Teary smile :’) / :”) 270 11% 

Annoyed face  -_- 234 9.9% 

Smiley  :) 229 9.8% 

Relieved face u,u 33 1.4% 

Flushed face ._. 29 1.2% 
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Tongue out :p 27 1.1% 

Wink ;) 13 0.6% 

Crying face :’( 9 0.5% 

Laughter :D / :-D 8 0.3% 

Shock face :o 4 0.2% 

Total 2355 100 

From Table 1 above, we can see that the participants of this study used 

different types of emoticons. We can also see that there is a considerable frequency 

gap of each emoticon. The “sad face” emoticon is the most frequently used one. It 

occurred 1049 times, whereas “shock face” is the least frequently used emoticon, 

which occurred only four times. People don’t choose the words they want to use 

randomly, and do the emoticons. Therefore, the writer found that emoticon is 

potential affecting the overall meaning of what speakers said. 

4.1 The most used emoticon in LINE Messenger 

As previously shown in the beginning Chapter 4, table 1 presented that a “sad 

face” emoticon occurred most frequently in the data. The “sad face” emoticon might 

represent a sadness attitude; however, it functions in various ways when it was 

applied in messages. For example: 

Excerpt 1 

Turn Speaker Text 

1 S1(f) aku radang :( | I’m suffering from throat sore :( 

2 S2(f) oh iyaaa kasihannnn :(|  Really? Poor you :( 

burger king?| Burger King? 
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3 S3(f) Tu kannnn hbs makan seblak tuuuuyuu | See, it must be the 

effect of eating seblak 

4 S2(f) makanan sampah:") |Dirty food :’) 

5 S1 (f) aku radange abis tamak sama kasava balado | It is all 

because of me over-eating spicy cassava chips. 

The writer has explained the function emoticons can perform in messages 

throughout Chapter 4. In this session, she provided specifically the findings which 

showed that the most used emoticon, a “sad face” emoticon itself functions variously. 

As in excerpt [1], the speaker made use of the emoticon as a mood function. It 

represented how she dislikes the sickness she suffered from. The text and visual mode 

interacted symmetrically. 

Excerpt 2 

Turn Speaker Text 

1 S1(f) Kocomotokuuu yalord :( | My glasses :( 

[S2]  kancani ke optik melawai :( | [S2] accompany me 

to go to Optik Melawai :( 

2 S2(f) Gas [S1] | Go [S1] 

3 S3(f) Gas opo ne bet? | What do you mean? 

4 S2(f) Gas melawai to yo | Let’s go to Melawai obviously 

5 S1 (f) Ohh yeeeeeeeeeee :D | Oh Yeay! :D 
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Excerpt 3 

Turn Speaker Text 

1 S1(f) teman teman tanggal sebelom libur semester jalan jalan 

bersama yu haha maem aja tapi | everyone, let’s have a 

dinner party before the holiday comes. 

2 S2(f) Halah :( aku ga dismg:( | Pfft :( I won’t be around 

Semarang :( 

3 S1(f) oh iya dinnnngg kamu uda colong start ok ya | Oh right, 

you will be leaving first, won’t you? 

km berangkate 30 an ya brartiii?  | You will leave at 30, 

won’t you? 

4 S2(f) Tanggal 2 subuh aku brgkt pake kreta mu juga argo 

sindoro | I will go on date 2 early in the morning riding 

Argo Sindro train. 

Eh jam 6 ding | Wait, it will be at 6 am actually. 

Meanwhile, in excerpt [2], the speaker employed a “sad face” emoticon to 

mitigate the directive messages she delivered. In other words, the emoticon 

functioned as a politeness strategy; the speaker applied the emoticon to avoid 

imposing so much to the hearer. In this conversation, emoticon was used to enhance 

the text. Like in excerpt [2], the emoticon that speaker used in excerpt [3] also 

functioned to enhance the text but the intended meaning was different. 

Excerpt 4 

Turn Speaker Text 

1 S1(m) [S2] Dog treatsmu berguna banget yo :( anjengku 

jinakkk buanget sama akuu :(| [S2] The dog treats from 
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you is really useful:( my dog is now started to listen to 

me :( 

2 S2(f) beli lg [S1]?  :p [Do you want to buy more?:p 

3 S3(m) Yg kemaren masih ces wkwkk | The one I bought from you 

a while ago is still in stock. 

Besides, the writer found that users in the data added a “sad face” emoticon in 

contradictory relationship with its text as shown in excerpt [4]. The text had a 

positive, but not the emoticon. S1 said that his dog liked the dog food he bought from 

S2; however, the emoticon showed an opposite of what is said. In this conversation, it 

most likely that the speaker simply wanted to inform S2 as the dog food seller, that 

the results was unexpected. 

4.2 Emoticon functions 

The emoticons found in the data functioned as an illocutionary force of 

expressives speech act, declaratives speech act, commissive speech act, and assertives 

speech act. Besides, they were also employed to indicate communicative irony 

strategy such as sarcasm and humor in the conversation. 

4.2.1 To Express The Speaker’s Mood/Feeling (Expressive Speech Act) 

As stated in Chapter 2, expressive speech act is an act that states what the 

speaker’s feeling, such as happiness, sadness, grateful, regretting, apologizing, and 

congratulating (Cutting, 2008). 
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The data showed that emoticons frequently functioned as the illocutionary 

force of expressive speech acts. They were used to express users’ emotion, feeling, or 

intention. Here are a few cases where users utilized emoticon to express their emotion 

directly. 

In the data, the writer found that the “heart” emoticon was used to express 

gratitude in symmetrical interaction with the textual text as illustrated: 

Excerpt 5 

Turn Speaker Text 

1 S1(f) [S2], habede!!! I dont exactly know what you are 

expecting through this year but wishfully you'll get it all. 

Paling penting smoga hidupnya slalu diberkati, 

dikehendaki, dilindungi, dibimbing sm Jesus Christtt. 

Once again hbd! Apuji malgoooo. Luvvvv| [2] Happy 

birthday!!! I don’t exactly know what you are expecting 

this year but hopefully you’ll get it all. More importantly I 

wish you are always be blessed, be protected by Jesus 

Christ. Don’t be sick. Love 

2 S2(f) Amin aminmakasiii [S1] ❤❤❤❤❤❤❤❤❤❤❤ 

| Amen Amen Thank you [S1] 

 

Excerpt 6 

Turn Speaker Text 

1 S1(f) Dah mau kerismes egein gaes so hepi| Christmas is 

coming back soon, everyone. So happy 
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2 S2(f) Aku tadi liat calendar aku senang uda mau desember 

and u will go home ❤❤❤❤❤| I checked the calendar, 

and I’m so happy to know December is around the 

corner and you will go home❤❤❤❤❤ 

 

Excerpt 7 

Turn Speaker Text 

1 S1(f) [S2] ujannih. Km hati2. Kl gabisa malam ini, beli besok 

aja.| [S2] it is raining. You better be careful. If you can’t 

do it tonight, just but it tomorrow. 

2 S2(m) Thanks kak❤ 

As in Excerpt (5), S2 congratulated S1 on her birthday, and in Excerpt (7) S1 

concerned about S2 by reminding S2 to be careful. Then, S2 thanked S1. The users 

employed “heart” emoticon to express her gratitude expression. Meanwhile, in 

Excerpt (6), the user employed the emoticon to show that she was unhappy. She then 

emphasized her excitement by uttering “So happy”. It can be implied that both textual 

text and visual mode transmit the same message. In other words, the text and visual 

mode have a symmetrical relationship. 

“Sad face” emoticon was also frequently used as an illocutionary force of 

sadness or apology in the data. Generally, a “sad face” emoticon interacted 

symmetrically with its textual text accompanied like the “heart” emoticon. As in 

Excerpt (8) the speaker utilized a “sad face” emoticon to deliver her apology and to 

enrich the emotion into the sentence that she was sorry for being irresponsible: 
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Excerpt 8 

Turn Speaker Text 

1 S1(f) Kakak2 maaf aku gbs ngadain rapat lg banyak beban 

pikiran bpk lg di rs jd ak gbs di kampus lama2 so sorry:( 

| Everyone, so sorry that I can’t make a schedule for 

our meeting as I have so much going on in my mind. 

My father is now hospitalized, so I cannot spend much 

time around campus. So sorry:( 

 

 

Excerpt 9 

Turn Speaker Text 

1 S1(f) Aku tu gpp yo nek misale meh diem2an | I’m okay if she 

doesn’t talk to each other 

Ndakdiajakomong| If she doesn’t want talk to me 

Is okei| is okay 

Tp tu jangan coba in touch lg sama aku sama teman2ku gtl 

ho | but please, don’t you try to be in touch with me and 

my friends ever again 

2 S2(f) gabisagituwkwk | it can’t be simply like that 

3 S1(f) Sedih [name] :( |So sad, [name] :(  

Huhu:(  

4 S2(f) Dah gpp. Jgn kek gapunya temen dong wkwkw| It’s okay. 

Don’t act like you don’t have any friend. 

[nama] ngechat [nama] juga, gak bakal di cul kamu| even 

though [name] interacted with [name] , she won’t let you 
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go. 

Pangkat e [name] ngecul | how dare she is. 

5 S1(f) wkwkwkkw 

In the above excerpt, the first speaker reported how she felt about one 

particular situation. She talked about things that did not go as planned. The second 

speaker then confronted her opinion, and this made the first speaker more upset. The 

“sad face” emoticon was employed to express her unhappiness. It could also be 

argued that the sad face emoticon symmetrically interacts with the textual message. 

That is, both the visual mode, the emoticon and textual conveyed the same message. 

Excerpt 10 

Turn Speaker Text 

1 S1(f) Kak. Ni akuma yg lain posisi di depan HCB. Nanti nek 

HCB e dah bar kita lgsg naik ya [S2] | Sist, me and the 

rest are now in front of HCB. Later when we’re done at 

HCB, we will directly go upstair [S2] 

2 S2(f) SHIAAAP. Kabar2an ae yak [S1]| Okay. Just call me if 

something happens 

Aku duduk di hall depan dekanat| I’m sitting in front of 

dean’s room 

Wtf ndes aku kebayang raine [nama] | Wtf, I’m imagining 

[name] face 

3 S1(f) Iyaa. Huhu maaf aku gatau :( [S2] | Yes. Huhu Sorry I 

don’t know :( 

4 S2(f) Wkaakak gapapa| Wkakaka that’s oke 
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5 S1(f) Aku gak enak huhu. Btw ini blm keluar hcb nya. Bentar ye| 

I’m feeling sorry huhu. Btw I’m still at hcb. Please, wait. 

Like the case in Excerpt (8), from the table above “sad face” emoticon was 

used to complement the textual text. The emoticon was used symmetrically with the 

message. Because S1 could not come to meet S2 on time, so S2 had to wait for a 

longer time. Thus, the user S2 stated if she felt sorry about it. 

Excerpt 11 

Turn Speaker Text 

1 S1(f) Aku mimpi gigiku copot:(| I had a dream that my teeth 

fell off :( 

2 S2(f) Ada yang mau ndak ada ndakannn?| meanssomeone is 

going to die, isn’t it? 

3 S1(f) La itu loo yg aku takot soale terkenale kan gt to. | that 

exactly is what I’m afraid about because the rumor has it 

Aku bener2 megang gigiku pas copot| I was literally 

holding my teeth when it fell off 

Trs aku senyume mgompong | then, I was tootless when I 

smile. 

4 S2(f) Amit amit, dah ahh gapapa, anggep aja kurang berdoa 

makanya mimpi buruqq | finger crossed it won’t happen.  

That’s okay, let say it was because (you) forget to pray. 

5 S3(f) Doa [name]. Trs ditengking dalam nama Yesus| Pray, 

[name]. In the name of Jesus, don't let it happen. 

6 S1(f) Shap bu [name]| Okay Ms [name] 

In this excerpt, the emoticon was employed to enhance the textual text. Also, 

it can be argued that the emoticon functioned as an illocutionary force of her feeling. 
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The textual text is a declaration functioning as an assertives speech act. However, the 

“sad face” emoticon employed in turn 1 turned the whole function as an expressives 

marker. Besides, the other interlocutors seemed to understand that S1 was unhappy 

about the dream she had. Typically, this conversation had co-textual context. The 

interlocutor shared enough knowledge to be able to infer the topic.  

Excerpt 12 

Turn Speaker Text 

1 S1(m) Gaes, aku liak [nama] dikampus ._. | Everyone, I saw 

[name] around campus ._. 

2 S2(m) Dimana [S1] | Where [S1] 

3 S1(m) Jare padahal deen pindah kampus| While he said that he 

moved to another campus 

3 S3(f) Deen sering ke kedai kmrn aku lihat pas plg| I often saw 

him come to shop when I was on my way to home 

Pas kedaibelom di tutup| before the shop is closed 

4 S4(f) Heem kalo liat fotonee kan| looking at his picture, it’s right 

Di ig| In Instagram 

Itu didepan kedai | It was in front of the shop 

 

Excerpt 13 

Turn Speaker Text 

1 S1(f) Lho ini HCB dipake kelas e [nama] :o | What? [name] is 

using HCB class :o 

2 S2(m) Ha?| What? 
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Aku ini lagi ngambil2in barang :”) | I’m now taking the 

properties 

Tulungggg | Helppppp 

3 S1(f) Lha supir e masuke barang kesini| The driver is bringing 

her belonging here 

Ini aku jaga di ruangan :-)| I am now guarding the room:-) 

4 S2(m) Walah orange mana| So where is the person? 

Sek ta pindahkeNottingham | Wait, I’m going to move [the 

properties] to Nottingham 

In Excerpts (12) and (13), even though the forms of the emoticons used 

different, they express surprise or shock. By looking at the context in which they are 

used in the sentence, the two emoticons implied the expression of being flustered. 

The “shocked face” emoticon was utilized in two different types of interactions. In 

Excerpt (12), the emoticon served to enhance the message. When the textual text 

cannot be interpreted, the emoticon helped the addressee infer the implicit meaning 

(Maiz, 2014). The next statement of S1 stressed how she felt when she met the person 

they were talking about. As in Excerpt (13), a “shocked face” emoticon was utilized 

in a symmetrical relationship with its text. The word “Lho” is usually used to express 

a kind of disbelief in Indonesian culture. Also, the response in turns 2 also showed 

that the interlocutor also shocked with the information given. 

While “Sad face” emoticon demonstrated sad mood/sad expression 

symmetrically with the message, “smiley” emoticon was found used to enhance the 

message. The emoticon was used to deliver user’s intention as illustrated: 
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Excerpt 14 

Turn Speaker Text 

1 S1(m) Btw doain ye juli mau sidang :) | Btw please wish me 

luck for my exam in July:) 

2 S2(f) Semangat [S1]Mau aku datang ga? Sekalian nyari abang² 

UII| Fighting [S1] Do you want me to come? So that I get 

a chance to meet UII students. 

3 S1(f) Wkwk monggo| Yes, please 

4 S3 (f) Good luck sheyenk!| Good luck, babe 

5 S1(m) Thanks (S3) 

The message contains a direct declaration, and the “smiley” emoticon 

employed signaled that he felt thankful with the information he gave. 

Excerpt 15 

Turn Speaker Text 

1 S1(m) Maaf, saya undur diri ya sodara :)| Sorry, I gotta go, 

everyone :) 

2 S2(f) Dada sheyenk| Bye, babe 

Met bobo| Have a good sleep. 

In Excerpt (15), in the conversation, the emoticon interacted in a contradictory 

relationship with its message. The raw data showed that members of the group were 

engaged in a conversation. They were all actively exchanging information, yet S1 

wanted to leave out before it ended. He said “sorry”’ in his message, yet he used 

“smiley” emoticon. The response on the next turns can be interpreted as a face-saving 

act. 
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4.2.2 To Indicate Politeness Strategy in Directive Speech Act 

A directive speech act is an act whose function is to make a hearer do 

something. Speaker is possible to deliver an illocutionary force of directive speech act 

to the hearer directly or indirectly. When the speaker performs an act of directive 

speech act indirectly, she/he most likely intended to do politeness strategy in 

communication. In communication, politeness is essential. The speaker needs to be 

aware of the image, the sense of self, the public self-image of the people that people 

address, consider their feeling and avoid other people’s face (Cutting, 2008).  

Interestingly, from the data, most politeness strategy is applied while the 

speaker directed the hearer to fulfill his/her demands. The speaker asked the hearer to 

do something indirectly. For example: 

Excerpt 16 

Turn Speaker Text 

1 S1(f) PR esp :( | ESP homework :( 

2 S2(f) he.e dong pr esp:( | Yes, ESP homework please :( 

Yang baik hati| those who very kind 

aku meh mati ndes iki| I’m feeling about to die right now 

3 S3(m) Aku dah garap tp blm selesai| I’m still working on it, 

haven’t finished it yet. 

4 S2(f) Gapapa yg ada dlu| That’s okay with whatever served 
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In this conversation, in turns 1, S1and S2 utilized a “sad face” emoticon to 

enhance the message. However, the speakers did not tell what she meant yet. To 

understand the conversation, we need to look at the whole contextual conversation. In 

turns 1, the intention was not yet clear to be perceived even though a “sad face” 

emoticon was utilized to enhance the message. Then, S2 in turns 2 directed the hearer 

to give her the homework indirectly using the “sad face” emoticon. She asked 

someone to help her with the topic they were talking. In declaratives form, S2 would 

have said: “anyone who has finished ESP homework, please share with me”.  

However, she opted to request it indirectly. S2 last response in turns 4 made it clear 

that she needed something. Besides, the “sad face” emoticon which she employed 

acting as a face-saving as well as illocutionary force indicating device. 

Excerpt 17 

Turn Speaker Text 

1 S1(f) Ada yg punya hardisc ga:( | does someone have 

hardisk:( 

2 S2(m) Aku gak punya.| I don’t.  

3 S3(f) Aku tak de. | I don’t. 

4 S1(f) Ciap | Okay. 

Aku lupa bw laptop pdhl mau minta adobe| I’m the one 

who forgot to bring my laptop while I actually want to 

copy adobe 
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Excerpt 18 

Turn Speaker Text 

1 S1(f) Ada yang bisa memback up i? :”)| Could someone help 

me? :’) 

2 S2(f) W ndak punya app dan gapaham video:(  | I don’t have 

application and don’t understand anything about video :( 

3 S3(m) Aku gapunya aplikasine :( laptopku dikasi AI sama 

[name] aja gabisa| I don’t have the app :( my pc can’t 

even handle AI that [name] gave 

4 S1(f) Movie maker| movie maker 

Ku aja pake itu| I only use that 

Sembarang wis bingung aku | Whatever, I’m confused 

In the case of Excerpt (17) (18), the conversations above are examples of 

indirect declaration and contain a face-saving/politeness strategy. Also, the speaker 

processed negative politeness that is said, giving the hearer opportunity to say no 

(Cutting, 2008).  

In turns 1 of each Excerpt (17) (18), the speaker did not precisely state her 

intention. The next statement of each user in turns 4 excerpts (17) (18) finally pointed 

out the speakers’ exact intentions; the S1s initially would like to borrow hard disk 

(17) and wanted someone to help her with video editing (18). In both cases, the 

emoticon serves to enhance the message and to not imposing the hearer too much. 

Indirectness allows the speaker to make a suggestion, requesting without directly 

addressing one particular person (Cutting, 2008).  
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Excerpt 19 

Turn Speaker Text 

1 S1(m) Ayam kecap 2, nasgor telur gapedes 1, aqua gelas 1, nasi 

ayam horeng tepung blabla 1, esteh 1| Chicken with soy 

sauce 1, not spicy fried rice with egg 1, mineral water 1, 

crispy chicken with something 1, ice tea 1 

2 S2(f) Temen saya punya asam lambung | friend, I have gastric 

acid 

Saya punya maag | I’m suffering from maag 

3 S1(m) Aku ya punya | I do, too 

Fix ya? | that’s all right? 

4 S3(f) Mami blm jawab :( :( | Mom has not replied yet. :( :( 

5 S2(f) Fiks|  yes, that’s all. 

6 S1(m) Dianter ke albertus deket patung soegijapranata |   is 

deliveried to Albertus near Soegijapranata statue. 

7 S2(f) Ehhh| Ehhh 

Tungguuy| Wait. 

8 S3(f) Tunggu:( | Wait 

 

9 S2(f) Tunggu sek [nama S1] | Wait a minute [ name of S1] 

10 S1(m) Cepet [nama S3] | hurry up [name of S3] 

:( 

Perutku sakit banget | My stomach is now in pain. 

From the conversation above, the “sad face” emoticon was used by the 

speaker to perform an indirect declaration to the hearer. The emoticon was inferred as 

a signal “not to put the order” yet, as her mother had not confirmed anything 
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regarding decision she would make. Fortunately, the speaker in turns 7 understood 

that they had to delay the order for S3 even before S3 directly ask them to wait. 

Excerpt 20 

Turn Speaker Text 

1 S1(m) Btw doain ye juli mau sidang :) | Btw please wish me 

luck for my exam in July:) 

2 S2(f) Semangat [S1]Mau aku datang ga? Sekalian nyari  

abang² UII| Fighting [S1] Do you want me to come? So 

that I get a chance to meet UII students. 

3 S1(f) Wkwk monggo| Yes, please 

4 S3 (f) Good luck sheyenk!| Good luck, babe 

5 S1(m) Thanks (S3) 

In this case, this conversation has a declaratives form. S1 employed a 

“smiley” emoticon as a face-saving strategy. S1 directed the hearers to do something 

with a “smiley” emoticon to indicate politeness, to reduce the directive tone. When 

S1 directly asked the hearer to send him support for his upcoming examination, the 

responses from S2 and S3 presented that the communication was a success. By 

replying S1 with a good-luck message, it emphasized that communication is 

successful. The speaker demanded, and the hearer gave. The message in turns 1 also 

indirectly carried expressives speech act by him employed the “smiley” emoticon. 

Besides, it was functioned as a politeness strategy, it showed he was feeling pleased. 
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Excerpt 21 

Turn Speaker Text 

1 S1(f) [S2] kmn?| [S2] where are you? 

2 S2(f) Tapi uda ijin nelat :)| I already get a permission to be 

late :) 

3 S3(m) Iya td dah blg ke aku [S1] | Yes, she has already informed 

me [S2] 

4 S1(f) Hala yela| Oke, then. 

In turns 2, S2 employed “smiley” emoticon as a declaratives function but 

flouting the quality maxim. She did not give the right answer, yet she employed a 

face-saving strategy by applying the emoticon. The responses of the speaker in turns 

3 and 4 to acknowledge what was said by S1 clearly show that communication is 

successful.  

Excerpt 22 

Turn Speaker Text 

1 S1(f) Senin maleme tak jak ke atrium ya nonton dilan :”)| 

Monday night please accompany me watch “Dilan” movie 

at atrium :”) 

2 S2(f) Aku snen kmren wkwk | I did yesterday Monday wkwk 

Aku wis nntn dilan btw | I already watched “Dilan” btw 

3 S3(f) Apa aku pergi dw gpp ding [name] | I think I’m okay 

going there alone [name] 

The table above revealed that “teary smile” can reduce the illocutionary force 

directive speech act, acting as a politeness strategy. The textual text of each excerpt 
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indicated a request from the speaker to the listeners. Therefore, the user employed the 

teary emoticon again to avoid putting the pressure to the addressee. 

4.2.3 To Show an Illocutionary Force of Commissive Speech Act 

Searle defined commissive speech act as an act that the speaker commits to 

doing something in the future such as refusing, promising, and promising(Cutting, 

2008). In other words, it is the opposite of directive speech act. The speaker will do 

something after what is said instead of making the hearer to do it. 

Most commonly, in computer-mediated communication, users do face-saving 

strategy frequently in order to refuse an offer (Baron, 2004). The users employed 

emoticon to enhance what they were going to say as illustrated: 

Excerpt 23 

Turn Speaker Text 

1 S1(f) Bu ibuu saya amat sangat ngidam mie ayammm | guys, I 

really crave for chicken noodle 

Bsk hbs legal mie ayam SH yu | tomorrow, after legal lets 

have SH chicken noodle. 

 

2 S2(f) Mie ayam sh agak pesing:(| sh chicken noodle is a bit 

stinky:( 

3 S1(f) Agak pesing but me love | it is a bit stinky, but I love 

4 S1(m) Aku bebas| I’m fine with anything 

4 S2(f) tempat lain? | Somewhere else? 
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S2’s message in turns 2 revealed that the “sad face” emoticon could perform 

as an illocutionary force of refusal. The emoticon can reduce the illocutionary force 

of refusal. As is shown in Excerpt (22), the first speaker (S1) invited the hearer to 

have a bowl of chicken noodle for the next day. S2’s response seems like indirectly 

refusing the offer. S2 suggestion in turns 4 showed that she turned down the S1’s 

offer.  

 From the data, an “annoyed face” emoticon was predominantly used as a 

commissive speech act to refuse, or to show disagreement of some events as 

illustrated below: 

Excerpt 24 

Turn Speaker Text 

1 S1(f) Besok baju apa gaes?| What will we wear for tomorrow, 

everyone? 

2 S2(f) Ak bsk aku dan  teman2 janjian pake  item2 ik pie hehe| 

Me and my friends have made a deal to wear black, what 

do you think hehe 

3 S3 (m) Itemm???-_- | Black???-_- 

4 S1(f) Ha? Wkwk teman2 apa maksute ? [S2]| What? Wkwk 

which friends that you are talking about? [S2] 

5 S2(f) Temen-temen ku kyk [names]| My friends [names] 

6 S1(f) Wihh kan kita neutral:")| Hold up, we are supposed to be 

neutral 
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7 S2(f) Loh lah gaboleh to nek samaan baju tok??| So,  I’m not 

even allowed to match up outfit color with them? 

 

8 S1(f) Yo bole dek tapi ni [group name] e meh kembaran  poga 

to? Wkwk | You are allowed but don’t [group name] want 

to match up outfit color instead? wkwk 

9 S2(f) Wkek lapo [group name]sisan pake item2 wae | Wkek how 

about us wearing black as well 

 

10 S1(f) Lha masalahe to aku gapunya item kayake dek| The 

problem is I don’t own any black cloth. 

 

11 S2(f) Yahh:(| Oh dear :( 

12 S4(m) Pake pink aja| Let’s go with pink 

13 S3(m) Biru ada?| How about blue? 

 

Excerpt 25 

Turn Speaker Text 

1 S1(f) [S2]], bungkus nastar [name] tu. Bw semarang| [S2] | 

bring [name]’s pineapple cookies to Semarang 

2 S2(m) Apasih -_- 

Bli semarang aja banyak| What are you talking about?-

_-  

They are lots available at Semarang, go buy 
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Excerpt 26 

Turn Speaker Text 

1 S1(f) Eh nek [S2] bs upload gender kita berubah gaya? | Btw if 

[S2] possibly could have uploaded gender (project), would 

it change (score)? 

2 S2(f) Berubah| It would 

[S2] mui -_-| Why would you blame me? -_- 

Ku dulu disuru buat tugas interv uda ta buat btw| I did do 

the task of making an interview project 

Trs kok ini ttp jelek ya| But, my score is still not that good 

3 S1(f) Ndak aku nanya ok -_-| I’m just asking -_- 

4 S2(f) Makane mau ta tunjuke lg ke [nama] | That’s why I am 

gonnashow it  to [name] 

The “annoyed face” emoticon functioned as commissive speech act (to 

refuse). The speakers made use of “annoyed face” emoticon to enhance their message 

because their message did not reveal their intention. To understand the intention, the 

hearer had to look at the co-textual context. As shown in Excerpts (25) and (26), the 

speaker added “annoyed face” emoticon and suggested another idea to the hearer to 

show a refusal act. 

In Excerpt (24), the users employed “annoyed face” emoticon in the 

interrogative mood. It is implied that he did not agree with the idea to wear black. In 

turns13, S3 suggested wearing blue. As in Excerpt (25) and (26), the speaker then 

stated a statement that had a declaratives form. It functions as a statement or 

assertion.  
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Except 27 

Turn Speaker Text 

1 S1(f) Lhapieee? Meh apa dung besuk?| So? Would everyone be 

okay to wait until tomorrow? 

2 S2(m) laporankku:( | KKU written report:( 

3 S1(f) Syemangat. Yawdaahh besok  tak jadijeeeee| Fighting! So, 

tomorrow schedule is canceled. 

Users also employed emoticon as an illocutionary force of commissive speech 

act. An enhancing emoticon is once again helped the interlocutor to understand what 

is said even though the speaker did not directly address what is   intended. By looking 

at the response in turns 3, the message in turns 2 is interpreted to have the 

declaratives form such as “I cannot join plan tomorrow. I have to get my report 

done”. 

Excerpt 28 

Turn Speaker Text 

1 S1(f) aku to gak mudeng pptnya ik gengs :”)| guys, I don’t 

understand the ppt :”) 

2 S2(m) Podooooo :( 

3 S3(f) Jadik amu cari 15 specific words sm 10 general words 

dari journal trus cari pengertian dari setiap kata itu. 

Kalau udah summary journal dari yg udah ditanda- tandai 

ma'am [name]| So you find fifteen specific words and ten 

general words from a journal. Then find each definition of 

words you have found. If you’re done, then summary the 
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journal from what Mrs [name] has pointed. 

4 S1(f) Apa aja to isine? | What should I put in the ppt? 

brarti di ppt juga isine itu [S3]??| So it will be also 

included in the ppt? 

dikasih examples gak ya definisi ne?| Do I have to give 

examples for the definition? 

 In turns 1, the textual text “Guys, I do not understand the ppt” is on the 

surface a declaration functioning as a direct representative. It was a statement of hers 

claiming that she did not understand about the homework she had. The presence of 

”teary smile” emoticon changed the meaning of the whole message into an indirect 

illocutionary force of requesting. That is, she wanted someone to explain the thing 

she did not understand. When S3 explained about the case they had, S1 proceeds to 

ask a further question. It means S1’s message in turns 1 was an imperative form 

instead of declaratives. The “annoyed face” emoticon was the visual mode that 

changed the whole meaning. Only if she only utilized emoticon to express her 

emotion, she would reply to S2 instead. Halliday (1994) stated that the speaker has 

already assigned the role for him/her and also the hearer by the time the speaker takes 

a role. An emoticon that enhances a text most likely helped the hearer to find the 

implicit meaning in the process of figuring the speaker intention. 

4.2.4 To Point Out Closeness between Interlocutors  (Assestive Speech Act) 

An assertive speech act is said the kind of speech acts that state what the 

speaker believes to be the case of truth such as claiming, describing, predicting and 
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insisting. From the data, the emoticon was employed in contradictory relationship 

with the textual text. Besides, it had a different illocutionary force with the textual 

text. The hearer response is essential to understand what the speaker intended to say. 

For example: 

Excerpt 29 

Turn Speaker Text 

1 S1(f) Kakkkkkkkk yg kethai. Oleh2 mbuaaannn 

wkwkwkwkwkkwk terutama kak [name] niii, ak pgn 

gantungan kyk yg km kasike temen2 mu kakkk. Lucu 

aneddd ik| those who are going to thai, don’t forget to 

bring souvenir, please *laugh*! Especially [name], I want 

a similar keychain that you gave to your friends. It was so 

cute. 

 

2 S2(m) Eh itu beline di sg yo :(| I bought it in Singapore though 

:( 

3 S1(f) Wkwkwk gapapa. Siapa tau di thai ada HAHAHAHAH 

*mekso* |*laugh* that’s okay. Maybe it is also available in 

Thai HAHAHAHA *insisting* 

4 S2(m) Ya besok nek nemu| Okay, only if I found it. 

The message “I bought it in Singapore” has the declaratives form. Thus, it has 

a function of a claim regarding the previous utterance. That is, he implied to tell her 

that her statement was wrong. The S1 then acknowledged her mistake and insisted the 

S2 get what she wanted. 
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Excerpt 30 

Turn Speaker Text 

1 S1(f) Ready player one ya di bioskoppp| Be ready player one is 

now at movie theater 

2 S2(m) Hedan aku capek yo :( abis kemitra langsung asis, itu 

pun di anak panah| Oh my lord, I’m tired :( Right after 

visiting the client I went to report it all the way to Anak 

Panah 

3 S1(f) Lhapieee? Meh apa dung besuk?| So? Would everyone be 

okay to wait until tomorrow? 

4 S3(m) Laporan kku:( | KKU written report:( 

5 S1(f) Syemangat. Yawdaahh besok tak jadijeeeee| Fighting! So, 

tomorrow schedule is canceled. 

In this case, the message in turns 2 is a declaratives form functioned directly 

as a statement or assertion. The speaker made using a “sad face” emoticon to perform 

a politeness strategy that S2 tried to refuse S1’s invitation. In other words, a “sad 

face” that S2 used could probably function also as an expressives speech act. 

Excerpt 31 

Turn Speaker Text 

1 S1(f) Someone telfonin [name] fur me pliz| Someone please call 

[name] for me. 

2 S2(f) Gaisa di buat telp hape kakak :”)| I can’t make call in 

my phone :”) 

Barusan realize| I just realized 

Coba [suggesting someone else]| why don’t you ask 

[name]. 
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3 S1(f) Bilanngin [suggested person] kak| do it for me please 

 

4.2.5 To bring humor 

The writer found that emoticon could also bring humor to boost interaction in 

the conversation. Critical interpretation views humor as the expression of social 

structure (Eggins, Suzanne; Slade, 1997).  It is not merely to make talk fun, but also 

make the asserting activity by the speaker be less visible to the hearer. Humor helps 

the speaker to low down the tone of declaratives statements. Humor functioned to 

expose social difference and conflict and to provide a resource for indicating degrees 

of “outsiders” and “insiders”.  

Emoticons such as wink and the “tongue out” were frequently used in enhance 

interaction similar to “annoyed face” emoticon’s function. The emoticons added an 

extra meaning that the addressee needs to infer. The additional meaning helped 

interlocutors to build rapport by appealing boosting intimacy and complicity between 

users as illustrated: 

Excerpt 32 

Turn Speaker Text 

1 S1(f) Kemampuan design mu sebarapa ik [S2] | How skillful do 

you think you are in design ? 

2 S2(m) Pro level [S1] :p| Pro level [S1] :p 

3 S1(f) Gayamuuu| the flex 
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Excerpt 33 

Turn Speaker Text 

1 S1(m) Kamu mau apa  to? | What do you actually 

Do you want to be a snowman?| Do you want to be a 

snowman? 

2 S2(f) Your bride, please?  | Your bride, please? 

3 S1(m) Come on let’s go and play 

Oops :))))) 

Untung aku rak baperan [S2] wekkk :pppp| Lucky me 

that I’m not that person who the easy to catch feeling 

typical :pppp 

4 S2(f) Anjir susah bgt mau tiru2 yg gombal itu | damn, why it is 

so hard to be flirty. 

Both messages in turns 2 (32) and turns 3 (33) have a declaratives form of 

statement and functioned as an assertive act (claiming).  Then, the users employed the 

“tongue out” emoticon to lower the assertives act, and followed by the name of 

interlocutor. It pointed out the closeness between both users. Besides “wink” and 

“tongue out” emoticons, the user in data also could express humor by employing 

“smiley” emoticon as follows: 

Excerpt 34 

Turn Speaker Text 

1 S1(f) Kadonya  minimal seharga berapa | What is the minimal 

price of the present? 

2 S2(f) Gak berharga kayak dirimu aja gapapa o [S1] :)| As 

cheap as yourself is totally fine [S1] :) 
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3 S1(f) Ughhhh menyentuh :’)| Ughhh so touching :’) 

The interesting part from this conversation is that the speaker in turns 2 

attempted to deliver the humor through the positive meaning that lied on the negative 

sentence. The tease was successfully delivered as the hearer acknowledged the speech 

function of the emoticon. According to the inferential model, communication is 

considered successful when the listener recognizes the speaker’s informative 

intention (Cutting, 2008). Here are also some more excerpts of users employed 

emoticon to signaling a humor in the conversation: 

Excerpt 35 

Turn Speaker Text 

1 S1(f) [S2] dimanasi?| [S2] where are you? 

Gilak aku ditinggal| How dare you leaving me 

2 S2(m) Poop | Poop 

Sek to| Wait a moment 

Lha pie meh melu [S1]| Or do you want to join [S1] 

Sini toilet lante 5 :) | Come here to the 5th floor :) 

3 S1(f) Njir wkwkkwk| the heck wkwkkw 

 

Excerpt 36 

Turn Speaker Text 

1 S1(f) Kalo ganti gak usah ribut kuliah duit trs ya [S2] | If you 

get a new phone, please don’t you ever babbling about 

university is always about money ever again. 
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2 S2(m) Heh aku gapernah sambat kuliah uang trus yo :(| I never 

once complain about that :( 

3 S1(f) Kan malu sm hp. Harga hp aja lebih mahal dari ukp sm 

krs ;)| You should be ashamed to your phone. The price 

is even higher than total price of both for credits and 

administration ;) 

4 S2(f) Aku tu cuma sambat kalo misal mak ku ta mintain uang 

bwt kuliah gamau | I only complain about my grandmother 

who is never give the tuition money whenever I ask. 

5 S3 (f) HAHAHAHAHAHAHA ngekek [S1]| HAHAHAHAHA lol 

[S1] 

6 S4(m) SHIAP [S1] SHIAP| OKAY [S1] OKAY 

Even though both excerpts above have functions both direct directive speech 

act (35), and indirect directive (36) the literal meaning of the utterance was to tease 

one interlocutor. Here emoticon and also the humor proved that they were used to 

indicate intimacy (Eggins, Suzanne; Slade, 1997).  

4.2.6 To Convey Ironic Communication Strategy 

Throughout the data, the writer found that emoticon fairly frequent was 

utilized to enhance the textual text in a computer-mediated computer. That being said, 

emoticons add extra meaning to the process of addressee inferring the desired 

message (Maiz, 2015). In another word, the actual meaning is not available on the 

surface from what is said (Amante, 1981). As the textual text transmit a different 

message with the visual mode, both the speaker and hearer are expected to share 
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similar background knowledge in order to understand the actual meaning that lies 

under the irony speech act (Cutting, 2008). For example: 

Excerpt 37 

Turn Speaker Text 

1 S1(m) Lho bukane rumah sakit 24 jam  ya [nama S2] | Hospital is 

open for 24 hours, isn’t it? [S2] 

2 S2(f) Konsultasi mbe dokter jg 24 jam??? | Even consult to 

doctor is also available for 24 hours??? 

3 S1(f) Nek konsul dokter…. Um janjian mungkin| about consult 

to doctor… um maybe they have made appointment. 

Kalobikin appointment gitu| something like appointment 

4 S3(f) Hee.e [S1] 24 jam UGD| You right [name of S1] 

emergency department is 24 hours 

Meh checkup ah kpn2 diTlogorejo, gak ada batas waktu 

gosah daftar siang2 ngantri:)| Someday, I’m going to do 

checkup at Tlogorejo Hospital as there is no maximal 

time to make appointment and no worry about lining 

in queue  at afternoon  :) 

5 S4(m) Karepe lakwes [S3] | Just ignore [ S1], [S3] 

In this conversation, the S1 and S2 were discussing whether or not a hospital 

was open for twenty-four hours. The S2 insisted that the hospital possibly do so as 

long as a patient had made an appointment to the doctor beforehand. Instead of 

directly saying “It is only Emergency Department that opens for twenty-four hours 

and you cannot do a checkup in that department”, S3 proceeded to employ irony his 

utterance. Then she utilized the “smiley” emoticon, which means totally the opposite 
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of her literal meaning. Message in turns 4 is a declaratives utterance, and function as 

a direct commissive. That is S3 did not agree with S1’s statement, which said the 

patient could do medical checkup 24hours in hospital. What is done by the hearer in 

turns 5 confirmed the whole irony mood by uttering to ignore S1. 

  




